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A B S T R A C T

The ability of hemoglobin (Hb) to transport respiratory gases is directly linked to its quaternary structure
properties and reversible changes between T (tense) and R (relax) state. In this study we demonstrated that
packed red blood cells (pRBCs) storage resulted in a gradual increase in the irreversible changes in the secondary
and quaternary structures of Hb, with subsequent impairment of the T↔R transition. Such alteration was as-
sociated with the presence of irreversibly settled in the relaxed form, quaternary structure of Hb, which we
termed R′. On the secondary structure level, disordered protein organization involved formation of β-sheets and
a decrease in α-helices related to the aggregation process stabilized by strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding.
Compensatory changes in RBCs metabolism launched to preserve reductive microenvironment were disclosed as
an activation of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) production and increased reduced to
oxidized glutathione (GSH/GSSG) ratio. For the first time we showed the relationship between secondary
structure changes and the occurrence of newly discovered R′, which through an artificial increase in oxyhe-
moglobin level altered Hb ability to bind and release oxygen.

1. Introduction

Hemoglobin (Hb) is a well-known allosteric protein, where the in-
teractions between spatially distant sites of the molecule change its
oxygen affinity. More than 95% of adult Hb is a tetramer called Hb A,
consisting of two α and two β similarly sized globin chains (α2β2) [1].
The secondary structure of Hb is represented mainly by α-helices in
both α and β globin chains [2–4]. The polypeptide chains are held
tightly together primarily by hydrophobic interactions and form two
identical dimers – (αβ)1 and (αβ)2, thus forming the tertiary structure
[5]. In contrast, two dimers are mainly stabilized by much weaker polar
interactions– ionic and hydrogen bonding, which can be partially
broken during oxygenation process [5]. All four subunits are located
roughly at the corners of a tetrahedron giving the Hb its quaternary
structure [6,7].

The measure of red blood cells (RBCs) functionality is the ability of
Hb to bind and release oxygen. Within each Hb subunit there is an
incorporated heme group with centrally coordinated iron ion, directly
responsible for oxygen binding [8]. The process of oxygenation is
controlled allosterically, what is possible due to the structural shape
changes of Hb induced by oxygen binding to the iron ion. Binding of the
first oxygen to one of four heme molecules initiates changes in the
secondary, tertiary and quaternary structures of the entire tetramer.
Each subsequent oxygen molecule binds much more efficiently to the
iron ion. This phenomenon is related to the fact that due to the re-
laxation of the Hb molecule the weak interactions between dimers are
partially ruptured, facilitating their movement and allowing the crevice
on neighboring subunits to enlarge, and thus to increase Hb oxygen
affinity [1]. Fully oxygenated Hb (oxyHb) achieves a relaxed (R) qua-
ternary structure, while fully deoxygenated Hb (deoxyHb) is defined by
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a tense (T) quaternary structure [9,10]. The main difference between
heme structures in the typical T and R forms is the coordination number
of the iron ion. In the T state, the iron is five-coordinated whereas the R
state is six-coordinated [11]. Not only oxyHb, but also other liganded
Hb derivatives correspond to the R structure, regardless of oxidation
state and spin state of the iron ion [12]. Impaired transition between
the R and T states of Hb has important consequences in the ability of Hb
to bind and release oxygen.

Previously, a number of mechanisms regulating the oxygen affinity
in RBCs were proposed, including classical regulation by 2,3-dipho-
sphoglycerate (2,3-DPG) [13,14]. As previously reported, increased
oxygen affinity in packed RBCs (pRBCs) results from a storage-related
decrease in the concentration of 2,3-DPG [14]. Moreover, additional
factors such as temperature, pH or partial pressure of CO2 are known to
influence the binding of oxygen to Hb [15]. Some studies suggested a
role of ATP, lactic acid, some other anions [16] or NAD [17] as allos-
teric effectors in the human Hb. It is important to point out that such
mechanisms were previously reported. They explained the behavior of
structurally unaltered Hb located inside functional RBCs, where the
secondary and quaternary structures of Hb allows for a proper transi-
tion between the T and R states and backwards. However, indivertible
changes in Hb structure observed inside long-time stored pRBCs were
never studied, while they may play a crucial role in the regulation of
RBCs function. It can be expected that because of the irreversibly im-
paired Hb structure, the ability to bind and release oxygen will be
permanently altered. According to the official guidelines, erythrocytes
can be stored in blood banks up to 42 days, but several reports associate
adverse post-transfusion outcomes (i.e. postinjury multiorgan failure)
with pRBCs advanced storage age [18,19]. Even though modern storage
solutions allow to maintain RBC metabolism and prevent membrane
loss [20], the impact of prolonged storage on RBC efficacy was ad-
dressed previously [21]. It has been shown that transfusion of old, but
not out of date blood products may have negative clinical consequences
[22]. This issue draws the attention of researchers, so association be-
tween the transfusion of relatively older blood, morbidity and mortality
has been demonstrated in multiple retrospective studies utilizing var-
ious study designs [19,23–29].

In the present study we focused on detection, definition and char-
acterization of irreversible alterations in the Hb structure in pRBCs. The
pRBCs samples were studied weekly for eight weeks with use of blood
gas analysis (BGA), UV–Vis spectrophotometry, Raman spectroscopy
(RS) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) in respect to
their oxygen binding properties. Storage time-dependent changes in
pRBCs redox status were revealed by means of liquid chromatography
mass spectrometry-based targeted metabolomics (LC-MS/MS) and
linked with changes in the Hb structure. Our results shed a new light on
the alterations in RBCs integrity induced by long-term storage.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Changes in Hb species – BGA, UV–Vis and RS

As presented in Fig. 1A–C, a time-dependent gradual increase in
oxygen saturation accompanied by an increase in oxyHb and a decrease
in deoxyHb content in pRBCs was observed during storage period. A
specific pattern of time-dependent shifts was also observed for metHb
concentration (Fig. 1D). The values of these parameters stand in line
with previous reports, and show that oxygen saturation slightly varies
between donors in the first week of storage, what may potentially
contribute to donor-specific differences in storage lesion development
[30].

Fig. 2 presents UV–Vis absorption spectra of the human pRBCs
throughout eight weeks of storage. This technique provides information
about molecular structure of the iron ion inside heme proteins, basing
on the interpretation of the Soret band position, as well as on the
number and the positions of less intense Q bands [31–35]. All collected

spectra were characterized by the presence of the Soret band in the
region of 417–420 nm, as well as two Q bands, Qv (543–544 nm) and Q0

(578–579 nm), indicating low-spin ferric heme species (LSHbIII)
[31,33]. As revealed by BGA, the majority of LSHbIII adducts was oxyHb
which additionally increased with the time of storage. This is also
confirmed by UV–Vis continuous Soret band shift (Fig. 2B) from 420 nm
(2nd week) through 419 nm (4th week), 418 nm (6th week) to final
417 nm (8th week). Although bags with the pRBCs were properly mixed
before sample collection, the concentration of total Hb adducts slightly
varied between each week of measurements, as indicated by absor-
bance of whole spectra variation. To track semi-quantitative increase in
oxyHb concentration we calculated the absorbances' ratio of bands at
wavelengths typical for oxyHb (417 nm/579 nm, i.e., Soret/Q0)
(Fig. 2C). Since two main components of the mixture are deoxyHb and
oxyHb, and as previously reported the Soret band at around 430 nm for
deoxyHb is much more intense comparing to Soret at 417 nm typical for
oxyHb [31], a decrease in Soret band at 417 nm accompanied by an
increase in 579 nm Q0, would refer to oxyHb increase. These clearly
indicate that similarly as BGA results, UV–Vis also shows a continuous
progression in oxyHb level with the time of pRBCs storage. After six
weeks of storage, the spectrum of pRBCs (red line) exhibited an increase
in the QIV band located at around 494 nm, indicating further changes in
equilibrium between various forms of LSHbIII adducts with a ligand
different than oxygen in the sixth coordination side of the iron ion.
Interestingly, the CT band observed typically at around 630 nm [32,36]
was not observed in the UV–Vis profile, indicating a very low level of
metHb formation, as showed by the BGA analysis (up to around 1% of
metHb at the end of storage).

Fig. 3A presents RS spectra of pRBCs throughout eight weeks of
storage. RS is a technique widely used in heme protein studies
[31–33,37], where the use of a proper laser excitation and power is
extremely important [38] [39,40]. When excitation wavelength is
matched to heme electronic transitions, resonance enhancement of the
obtained signal is observed what allows detailed investigation of subtle
changes within heme moiety, e.g., associated with ligands binding and
changes in Hb quaternary structure [32,37,41].

In case of ferric (FeIII) Hb species, ν4 mode, which is proposed as an
oxidation state marker band [41], and assigned to the symmetric pyr-
role half-ring vibration, is located around 1380 cm−1, whereas for
ferrous (FeII) adducts is red-shifted to approximately 1360 cm−1 [42].
The spin state sensitive modes reflecting a size of the heme cavity – ν2
and ν10 – appear at 1590 and 1640 cm−1, respectively, for the majority
of low-spin (LS) Hb species, and are red-shifted for the high-spin (HS)
iron ion [43]. When the ν10 mode is found at ca. 1640 cm−1, it is an
indicator of the bounded sixth ligand, since only the presence of strong-
field ligands explains the LS Hb species [43]. Changes in spin and
oxidation states of the iron ion also indirectly reflect heme ruffling, its
planarity and deformations, that are all connected with the R ↔ T
transitions of the Hb quaternary structure and thus RS can be used for
their monitoring [44,45].

In the first week of pRBCs storage the RS spectra indicated that a
majority of iron ions inside Hb species exists as oxyHb. Our RS mea-
surements revealed the presence of a mixture of bands typical for
oxyHb and those indicating the presence of ferrous Hb species that had
arisen due to partial photo/thermal-dissociation of oxyHb and laser-
stimulated formation of deoxyHb. Population of LSHbIII adducts in-
creased with the time of storage, as indicated by an increase of in-
tensities of ν4 (1378 cm−1), ν2 (1590 cm−1) and ν10 (1640 cm−1)
modes (Fig. 3B). This was additionally visualized by an increase in ν2/
v7 and ν4/v7 ratios where v7 originates from the symmetric pyrrole
deformation mode that represents an overall Hb concentration [33,46]
(Fig. 3C). Significant changes occurred in LSHbIII species contribution
after four weeks of pRBCs storage. Such an increase was previously
reported in the pRBCs and assigned to oxyHb [39]. The appearance of
LSHbIII adducts can also be linked to the formation of hemichrome,
which is associated with Hb oxidation and RBCs aging [38,47–49] [38].
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Altogether, BGA, UV–Vis and RS results revealed that LSHbIII species
(mostly present as oxyHb) increased with the time of pRBCs storage.
This proves an occurrence of changes in oxygen affinity, resulting from
the sum of all alterations appearing in storage conditions, namely a
gradual decrease of pH and 2,3-DPG activity, together with an increase
in lactate and other RBCs metabolites, what was previously demon-
strated [15]. On the other hand, such behavior is non-intuitive because
it shows better oxygenation of blood cells that are kept longer in sto-
rage. This led to a question, whether pRBCs stored for a longer time
could provide more oxygen to cells after transfusion. As we prove fur-
ther on, at least a part of such increase in oxyHb was related to the
gradual and irreversible alterations of the secondary and quaternary
structure of Hb. Despite greater oxygenation and oxyHb level, such cells
will not be efficient oxygen transporters.

2.2. Irreversible alterations in the secondary structure of Hb in pRBCs
correlated to changes in the Hb quaternary structure

It is known that RBCs' proteins comprise an extremely complex
mixture of molecules present in the membrane plasma (integral and
peripheral proteins) [50], membrane skeleton (spectrin, ankyrin, actin)
[51] and in the cytoplasm (90–98% of Hb) [52]. Thus, FTIR features of
proteins in RBCs extracted from pRBCs give an averaged information
derived from all proteins present in the erythrocytes, with the main
contribution of Hb [2,53,54]. Even though Raman spectroscopy can
also be used for protein secondary structure examination by analysis of
amide I or III located at around 1660 cm−1 and 1450 cm−1,

respectively [55] such approach is not suitable in case of RBCs studies
due to the strong resonance/pre-resonance Raman effect of hemoglobin
and enhancement of the heme modes alone [31]. As we have previously
reported, semi-quantitative examination of secondary structure of he-
moglobin-containing samples was problematic even with the applica-
tion of 1064 nm excitation wavelength, which is far from resonance
conditions [54]. Therefore, to examine secondary protein structure
changes within pRBCs during storage-related alterations we employed
FTIR spectroscopy [45,56,57]. The studied FTIR spectra region ex-
hibited the presence of amide I (assigned to the stretching vibrations of
the C]O groups, with a minor contribution of the CeN stretching and
NeH in-plane bending modes) and amide II bands (attributed mainly to
the in-plane bending vibration of the NeH bonds and the CeN stret-
ches). Location of amide I bands at 1680, 1660, 1652, 1638, 1629, and
1619 cm−1 indicated the presence of intramolecular aggregates, turns,
α-helices, unordered structure, β-sheets and intermolecular aggregates,
respectively, while amide II bands at 1542 and 1511 cm−1 were as-
signed to α-helical and β-sheet conformations, respectively [58]. Fig. 4
displays second derivative FTIR spectra of pRBCs of three chosen do-
nors (A, B, and C), acquired during the first and sixth week of storage in
the spectral range of 1700–1500 cm−1, while spectra collected at other
time points, as well as a detailed analysis of intensities of Amide I bands
and their correlations are showed in Figs. S1–3.

As revealed in Figs. 4D–F and S2, changes in the intensity ratio of
1629 and 1652 cm−1 bands were clearly observed and suggested sto-
rage-related imbalance between β-sheets and α-helices in pRBCs. A
detailed analysis of band intensities revealed that the band at

Fig. 1. Time-dependent changes in Hb species in human pRBCs revealed by BGA.
The levels of: (A) oxygen saturation (SO2), (B) oxyHb, (C) deoxyHb and (D) metHb measured weekly in pRBCs with use of BGA throughout 6 weeks of storage. The
data are presented as mean and SD (N = 10), blood withdrawn from patients aged 20–39.
*8th week is an additional measurement exceeding expiration date. **The measurements of metHb carried out in weeks 1 and 3 (N = 5) gave results of equal values
(dataset D).
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1652 cm−1 was the most intense at the beginning of storage period,
indicating that Hb inside RBCs existed in α-helix-rich conformation.
With the time of storage, absorbance of the β-sheet band increased
together with the β-sheet/α-helix ratio, suggesting that α-helix con-
formation converted into β-sheet. Disappearance of the 1660 cm−1

band showed that turn regions in proteins also play a role in secondary
structure transformations. Moreover, an increase in the intensity of the
1638 cm−1 band disclosed the contribution of unordered structures to
this process [58]. Furthermore, changes observed for β-sheets are
congruent with intensity changes of the amide I band at 1619 cm−1

assigned exclusively to intermolecular interactions between peptide
bonds (Figs. S2, 3). Interestingly, intramolecular interactions (revealed
by changes in the band at 1680 cm−1 [58,59]) weakened in the first
two-three weeks of storage, suggesting initial unfolding of proteins.
Afterwards they increased reaching the level observed in the first week
of storage, this time indicating stiffening of the protein in a new spatial
arrangement (Figs. S2, 3). Changes in Hb, including formation of β-
sheets accompanied by a decrease in α-helices, indicating an

aggregation process stabilized by strong intermolecular hydrogen
bonding, were previously reported for inclusion bodies, folding ag-
gregates, and thermal aggregates [60] as well as Hb interactions with
silver ions [58].

Our finding clearly proves the appearance of progressive changes in
the secondary structure of Hb in pRBCs and an overall picture of these
alterations is presented as the β-sheet/α-helix ratio (Fig. 4D–F). This
modification of the secondary structure in the erythrocytes was com-
pared with changes in the quaternary structure determined by BGA for
three donors (A, B, and C), where donor-dependent differences in sto-
rage lesion development were observed (Fig. 4G–I). In case of donor A,
the majority of Hb inside pRBCs was transformed into the R state
(oxyHb) in the third week of storage, whereas β-sheets to α-helices ratio
started to increase almost from the beginning of storage and remained
constant until the end of the investigated period (Fig. 4D and G). This
proved exceptional and strong changes in Hb molecular structure in
donor A, suggesting that conversion of α-helices into β-sheets induced
the formation of irreversibly relaxed state. On the other hand, as

Fig. 2. Time-dependent changes in Hb species in human
pRBCs revealed by UV–Vis absorption spectroscopy. (A)
Averaged spectra of the human pRBCs stored for 8 weeks
(N = 3) presented with standard deviation (SD). (B) The
inset presents the magnification of 410–430 nm spectral
range, highlighting the shift of the Soret band throughout
the experimental timeline. (C) The box chart shows a re-
presentation of absorbance ratio at 417/579 nm (Soret/Q0

band), the box corresponds to SD, the line represents mean
value and whiskers minimal and maximal values. (D)
Second derivatives of the averaged UV–Vis spectra proving
the band shifts and lack of variation in baseline between
examined samples.
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showed in donors B and C, most of the studied pRBCs exhibited a
gradual increase in β-sheet to α-helix ratio in the course of the entire
storage time. The largest change observed between the fifth and sixth
week was accompanied by a similar rate of oxyHb generation (Fig. 4E, F
and H–I). Interestingly, in the time point exceeding expiration date
(week 8) oxyHb content reached ca. 95%, whereas changes in the
secondary structure suddenly dropped down to the level observed in the
first week. As UV–Vis absorption indicated, this fact most likely resulted
from a massive hemolysis leading to a release of Hb from RBCs and an
extensive degradation of the Hb secondary structure.

The combination of FTIR and BGA results indicated that conversion
into oxyHb is preceded by irreversible changes in the secondary
structure of Hb. This may also suggest that the changes in quaternary
structure manifested by oxyHb increase, are irreversible.

2.3. Irreversible alterations in the quaternary structure of Hb in pRBCs

As previously reported [61], repeated treatment of the RBCs with
sodium dithionate evokes an increase in oxygen uptake with each

subsequent dose. This was previously explained by increased formation
of the R state after each addition of sodium dithionate, due to an im-
pairment of the quaternary structure of Hb [61]. In the experiment
presented in Fig. 5 we have compared the results of three subsequent
sodium dithionate treatments on a set of pRBCs in the first (N = 3) and
fifth (N = 3) week of storage using UV–Vis absorption spectroscopy.
Each dose of sodium dithionite induced the conversion of oxyHb to
deoxyHb and then the spontaneous recovery in the air to oxyHb form
(T → R). The rate of conversion (min) was monitored by changes in the
position of the Soret band (from around 434 nm – typical for deoxyHb
to around 418 nm – typical for oxyHb) and recorded for three in-
dividual samples (N = 3, Fig. 5A). For the comparison we chose the
fifth week, since the biggest changes in the Hb secondary structure in
pRBCs were observed in the fifth/sixth week of storage (Fig. 4). This
indicates the impact of changes in the secondary structure on the
functioning of the quaternary Hb structure and formation of R′ struc-
ture inside altered RBCs. It was previously reported that pRBCs stored
for at least 3 weeks are characterized by impaired oxygen uptake and
release [62], what was postulated to be related with changes in 2,3-DPG

Fig. 3. Time-dependent changes in Hb species in human pRBCs revealed by Raman Spectroscopy. (A) The average RS spectra of the human pRBCs (N = 3) obtained
from at least 10 single spectra measured weekly with the 488 nm excitation in the region of 1100–1700 cm−1 and (B) in the region of 1275–1675 cm−1; (C) box
charts represent an increase in LSHbIII adducts with the time of storage, presenting a mean value with SD and whiskers from minimum to maximum values of the
integral intensity ratios of ν2 (spin state marker band, 1580–1600 cm−1) and ν4** (oxidation state marker band, 1370–1400 cm−1 – region typical only for FeIII

species) to ν7 (heme marker band, 740–775 cm−1) mode. Statistical significance was calculated with one-way ANOVA, *p < 0.05.
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Fig. 4. Time-dependent changes in Hb secondary structure in human pRBCs revealed by FTIR. (A–C) Second derivative FTIR spectra of the pure RBC fraction of
pRBCs collected after the first and sixth week of storage for different blood donors (A, B, C) with the (D–F) ratio of integral intensities of the bands at 1629 cm−1 and
1652 cm−1 corresponding to β-sheets/α-helices ratio showing the alterations in secondary structures of RBCs. The integration regions for IR bands: at 1652 cm−1

(1665–1642 cm−1) and at 1629 cm−1 (1633–1624 cm−1); (G–I) the levels of oxyHb for donors A, B, C measured weekly in pRBCs with use of BGA. All data are
presented as mean and SD for blood withdrawn from patients aged 20–39. *8th week is an additional measurement exceeding expiration date.

Fig. 5. (A) Comparison of time of the transition between T (deoxyHb) to R (oxyHb) state after three subsequent sodium dithionate treatments on a set of pRBCs in the
first (N = 3) and fifth (N = 3) week of storage using UV–Vis absorption spectroscopy. (B) The average times of T → R transitions with calculated rate of T → R
conversion (C) schematic illustration of T → R transition evoked by sodium dithionate administration (upper panel) and visualization of R′ formation (lower panel).
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level. However, as indicated by our results presented in Fig. 5 obtained
from highly diluted (1:1000) pRBCs suspended in the saline solution,
such change is mainly associated with alterations in molecular structure
of Hb rather than microenvironment variations of RBCs including pH,
temperature or 2,3-DPG concentration.

These results clearly revealed that in the first week of pRBCs sto-
rage, T to R state transition (T → R, transition from deoxyHb to oxyHb)
required longer period of time (around 30 min) after the first dose of
sodium dithionate, as compared with pRBCs in the fifth week of storage
(around 20 min). Similarly, the comparison of regression line slopes of
the average time between T → R state transition (Fig. 5B) obtained for
repeated doses of sodium dithionate in the first and fifth week showed
much faster process of T → R in the fifth week of pRBCs storage (the
slope is more steep).

This suggest the presence of the higher level of irreversibly altered
quaternary structure of Hb in the fifth week of pRBCs storage, and
therefore much faster oxygen uptake than in the first week (presented
schematically in Fig. 5C). Such faster oxygen uptake seems enabled due
to the presence of irreversible, quaternary structure of Hb, stiffened in
the relaxed form, which we termed R′. We hypothesize that the R′ form
has no ligand in the sixth coordination site of Hb after addition of so-
dium dithionate, but does not shape-shift to the proper T state on the
level of quaternary structure. The existence of Hb preserved in the R′
state is also supported by FTIR-proven conversion of the dominant rigid
α-helix into β-sheet structure, as well as by the increase in stronger
intermolecular interactions that suggest aggregation on the level of
secondary Hb structure, which also makes quaternary structure more
rigid and inflexible. The R′ → R conformational change is connected
with oxygen binding, while the T → R transformation is related to the
change between tense and relaxed state of the quaternary Hb structure
during binding of oxygen molecule. In case of altered quaternary
structure of Hb in the fifth week of pRBCs storage, the T → R transfer
should be presented as T/R′ → R. In such condition, typical structural
shape changes of Hb induced by oxygen binding to the iron ion are
disrupted. In healthy RBCs where the quaternary structure is not al-
tered, the proper, longer and allosterically controlled T → R transition
takes place and allows for a gradual admission or release of oxygen
molecules. The presence of the R′ state inside RBCs results in faster
oxygen uptake and release without the proper transition to the T form
on the level of quaternary structure of Hb. Thus, the presence of R′
excludes the slow and gradual release of oxygen molecules, what can be
problematic in case of oxygen transport to microcirculation. Moreover,
since it is known that sodium dithionate addition itself causes altera-
tions in the quaternary Hb structure [61], we may conclude, that RBCs
with R′ are more sensitive to additional adverse factors, i.e., every
subsequent dose of dithionate.

2.4. Effects of pRBCs storage on intracellular redox state

To analyze the impact of the storage time on pRBCs redox state,
levels of reduced glutathione (GSH) and oxidized glutathione (GSSG)
were measured. Subsequently, GSH/GSSG ratio was calculated, in order
to characterize RBCs antioxidative activity. As shown in Fig. 6A, the
level of reduced form of glutathione increases with time. On the other
hand, the level of oxidized form of glutathione (GSSG), after an initial
increase seen in the first two weeks of storage, decreases gradually
(Fig. 6B). Glutathione is one of the most important parts of the anti-
oxidant system found in the erythrocytes. Although other authors re-
ported time-dependent decreases in GSH levels in stored RBCs [63,64],
initial amounts of GSH inside RBCs reported in our study were lower
than those reported by others. It is well known that GSH readily oxi-
dizes non-enzymatically and that biological samples are acidified
quickly to reduce oxidation of GSH to GSSG and to mixed disulfides.
[65] Our results revealed an increase in GSH and a two-phase response
of GSSG, including an increase and then a decrease, progressing with
the time of storage. The progressive increase of the GSH/GSSG ratio

(Fig. 6C) suggests the shift of the metabolism inside pRBCs as a re-
sponse to oxidative cellular microenvironment.

Erythrocytes are capable of synthesizing glutathione from L-cysteine
(homocysteine being its precursor), glutamate and glycine [66] but we
did not observe a decrease in the levels of any of the required ami-
noacids – neither in the RBCs fraction, nor in the SAGM solution su-
pernatant (Fig. S4). In fact, an increase in homocysteine may reflect
increased activation of GSH synthesis. Moreover, no active transport of
GSSG out of the RBCs was detected, because we did not see any increase
of GSSG levels in the supernatant (Fig. S5).

It also has to be mentioned, that because of lactate accumulation
accompanied by a decrease in glucose concentration (Fig. S6), pRBCs
environment was distinctly acidic (pH was decreasing gradually
reaching the value below 6 in the third week of storage; data not
shown), what prevented GSH oxidation and additionally supported lack
of GSSG increase [65].

Since oxidized form of glutathione is potentially toxic to the cells,
RBCs maintain high glutathione reductase (GSSGR) activity for efficient
conversion of GSSG to GSH [66]. The action of GSSGR depends on
NADPH [67] and erythrocytes convert NADP to NADPH exclusively in
the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) to maintain high GSH levels [68].
Our results suggest that NAPDH is largely preserved even throughout
eight weeks storage with a transient but significant increase in the
second week, while PPP metabolites display a progressive increase
(Fig. 6D–F), suggesting an activation of PPP that facilitates regeneration
of GSH pool. These metabolomic results suggests that pRBCs storage
resulted in changes of metabolism directed to maintain reductive
equivalent pool for protection against oxidative stress, as evidenced by
activation of PPP-derived NADPH production and increased GSH/GSSG
ratio.

3. Summary and conclusions

In this work a systematic study of changes in the secondary and
quaternary structures of Hb observed weekly in situ in pRBCs was re-
ported. We correlated the structure of hemoglobin with its oxygen
binding properties and changes in pRBCs metabolic state. The combi-
nation of BGA, UV–Vis, RS and FTIR spectroscopies allowed for a de-
tailed in situ analysis of irreversible alterations in the secondary and
quaternary structures of Hb in functional RBCs during storage of pRBCs.
FTIR showed alterations in the Hb secondary structures, where the
dominant conversion of α-helices into β-sheets is accompanied by for-
mation of intermolecular interactions and unordered arrangements of
the hemoprotein. These conformational changes of Hb co-occured with
a gradual increase in oxygen saturation, resulting from the presence of
irreversibly relaxed form of quaternary structure of Hb termed R′.

When compared to the first week, a higher level of the R′ state of Hb
observed in the fifth week of pRBCs storage cannot be connected with
neither the variation of pH, temperature nor any other environmental
factor. The information about the presence of R′ was obtained from the
experiment where UV–Vis spectra were obtained from highly diluted
(1:1000) pRBCs suspended in the saline solution. In such conditions pH,
temperature and other factors, e.g. 2,3-DPG do not vary, and therefore
observed alterations refer to pRBCs alone (Fig. 5). Storage time-de-
pendent increase in irreversible R′ state of Hb in pRBCs is responsible
for an artificial increase in both oxygen uptake and oxyHb concentra-
tion. pRBCs containing R′ state-rich Hb are also characterized by faster
oxygen uptake and release, when compared to RBCs without R′ Hb. In
fact, on the functional level the process of T → R transition (conversion
from deoxyHb to oxyHb) was faster after five weeks of pRBCs storage,
as it already had adopted the irreversible R′ form. Metabolomic analysis
performed with a special regard to GSH/GSSG ratio revealed a gradual
increase in GSH/GSSG ratio throughout pRBCs storage. This was ac-
companied by an initial increase (second week), followed by a gradual
decrease in NADPH level. Moreover, we have observed an increase in
the levels of pentose phosphate cycle end-products: erytrose-4-
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phosphate and sedoheptulose-7-phosphate, what is responsible for
maintaining NADPH levels to enable further GSSG reduction, and
therefore for the prevention of oxidative stress-related damage. As it is
known, low GSH levels reflect pro-oxidant conditions, so it has to be
assumed that pRBCs maintained high GSSGR activity, what helped
them overcome initial high oxidative stress resulting from blood with-
drawal and banking procedure, especially since we did not observe any
GSSG increase in the SAGM solution supernatant.

In conclusion, alterations in the secondary Hb structure increase
progressively with the time of pRBCs storage and are manifested as
formation of β-sheets accompanied by a decrease in α-helices, evoked
by the aggregation process stabilized by strong intermolecular hy-
drogen bonding. This in turn has an impact on the quaternary Hb
structure and causes the formation of the R′ quaternary structure of Hb,
irreversibly preserved in the relaxed form. The presence of R′ has an
impact on T↔R transition and the T/R ratio, what in consequence,
affects oxygen uptake and release, and thus impairs oxygen bioavail-
ability. The results of metabolomic analysis did not allow us to conclude
about the origin of the irreversible changes observed in the secondary
and quaternary structure of Hb during pRBCs storage, however they
clearly showed that alterations do not occur due to oxidative stress, but
rather are the means to maintain reductive cellular microenvironment.
Important physiological consequences of the irreversible Hb structure
changes relate to the microcirculation of peripheral tissues, where de-
fective ability for T↔R changes may impair oxygen transport and de-
livery. However, further studies are required to confirm the impact of
transfusion of stored pRBCs with artificially increased level of oxyHb
due to the presence of irreversible R′ state on oxygenation status of
peripheral tissues in patients.

4. Methods

4.1. Packed red blood cells (pRBCs)

Leukocyto-depleted pRBCs in hermetic blood bags containing SAGM
(Saline, Adenine, Glucose, Mannitol) additive solution and a small
amount of CPD (Citrate, Phosphate, Dextrose) preservative were pur-
chased from the Regional Centre for Blood Donation and Haemotherapy
in Krakow. Informed consent was given by each volunteer prior to the
blood withdrawal and the study conformed with the principles outlined
in the World Medical Association (WMA) Declaration of Helsinki, as
well as a Bioethical Commission of the Jagiellonian University. In this
study bags prepared from the whole blood donated by men aged 20–39
were used (N= 3 for most applied techniques; N= 10 for BGA results).
All analyzes were carried out weekly throughout six weeks of pRBCs
storage, while the eighth week's measurements were designed as an
additional time point exceeding pRBCs' expiration date (42 days).
Before each week's measurements, pRBCs were properly mixed.

4.2. Blood gas analysis (BGA)

BGA was carried out for pRBCs with the use of a SIEMENS
RAPIDPoint® 500 Analyzer (Siemens AG, Germany), according to the
manufacturer's instructions. Each sample was analyzed three times to
assess oxygen saturation (sO2), oxyhemoglobin (oxyHb), methe-
moglobin (metHb) and deoxyhemoglobin (deoxyHb). The mean and SD
were calculated.

4.3. UV–Vis spectrophotometry (UV–Vis)

Absorption spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer double beam
spectrophotometer Lambda 950 in the range of 350–700 nm using a
cuvette of a 1 cm path length. pRBCs samples were diluted 1:1000 (v:v)

Fig. 6. The impact of storage on the redox state and PPP metabolites in human pRBC.
Changes in different forms of glutathione (GSH) and the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) measured with use of LC-MS/MS throughout 6 weeks of storage: A)
reduced form of glutathione (GSH); B) oxidized form of glutathione (GSSG); C) measure of tissue antioxidative activity (GSH/GSSG); D) NADPH; E) erytrose-4-
phosphate; F) sedoheptulose-7-phosphate. The data are presented as mean and SD, blood withdrawn from patients aged 20–29 (N = 3), *8th week is an additional
measurement exceeding bags' expiration date.
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with 0.9% NaCl solution.

4.4. Raman spectroscopy (RS)

RS measurements of the functional RBCs fractions obtained from
pRBCs were conducted on a WITec confocal CRM alpha 300 Raman
microscope with use of 488 nm excitation wavelength. The laser was
coupled to the microscope via an optical fiber (50 μm diameter). The
water immersive Nikon Fluor (60×/1.00 NA) objective was used.
Spectral resolution was equal to 3 cm−1. The monochromator of the
spectrometer was calibrated using radiation spectrum from a xenon
lamp (WITec UV–light source). Additionally, standard alignment pro-
cedure (single-point calibration) was performed before collection of
spectra with use of Raman scattering line produced by a silicon plate
(520.5 cm−1).

To collect the spectra from pRBCs, we applied a 488 nm excitation
wavelength laser with the power of 100 μW in the focus spot. A size of
the laser spot was around 0.6 μm in diameter (size of the laser
spot = 1.22λ / NA, where λ is the wavelength of the laser and NA is the
numerical aperture of the used objective). Applied experimental con-
ditions were a compromise to obtain good signal-to-noise ratio from a
single measurement and the presence of partial photo/thermal-dis-
sociation of bounded ligands. This methodology was maintained during
all the measurements, what allowed us to conclude about overall
changes in Hb species during storage.

Pure RBCs fraction samples were diluted 1:1000 (v:v) with PBS
without ions solution and transferred into a glass bottom dish with a
CaF2 window on the bottom. When the RBCs formed the monolayer on
the CaF2 slide, Raman spectra were collected from at least ten randomly
chosen spots. Estimated acquisition time was 60 s (20 accumulations,
3 s integration time). Laser power in the focus spot was equal to
100 μW. Data collection and analysis were performed using WITec
(WITec Project Plus 5), Opus 7.2, and OriginPro 2018 programs.

4.5. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

FTIR spectra were collected for the pure fraction of RBCs (obtained
from pRBCs) using a Bruker Alpha FTIR spectrometer equipped with a
single-bounce diamond ATR crystal. Spectra were acquired with a
4 cm−1 spectral resolution in the range of 3800–900 cm−1 by co-
adding 64 scans. 1.5 μl of RBCs were deposited onto the ATR crystal and
air-dried for 5 min in room temperature. Each spectrum was recorded
for approximately 2 min. The background of the clean ATR crystal was
recorded before each measurement. Five replicates for each sample
were collected.

FTIR spectra were preprocessed and analyzed with OPUS and Origin
2018 Pro software. All spectra were vector normalized in the region
from 900 to 1461 cm−1. All spectra for a given sample were averaged
and SD was calculated. Integral intensities of the selected bands were
calculated as a band area and the box charts of bands intensities were
constructed to show their average value with SD and min-max value.

4.6. Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) and
metabolomics

Detection of intracellular metabolites was performed according to
the protocol described previously [69], with minor changes. Briefly, an
aliquot of 50 μl of pRBCs was centrifuged (500 ×g, 10 min, RT, no
braking) and divided into two fractions – pure fraction of RBCs (RBCs
fraction) and SAGM solution supernatant. Intracellular metabolites
from RBC fraction were extracted with 0.5 ml of dry-ice-cold extraction
solution (acetonitrile: methanol: water 5:2:3, v/v/v), lyophilized and
reconstituted in 30 μl of MS-grade water.

A volume of 5 μl of each sample was injected into LC column and
analyzed on QTRAP 5500 (Sciex, Framingham, MA, USA) coupled with
UFLC Nexera (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). Chromatography separation

was performed with use of Acquity UPLC BEH C18 1.7 μm
3.0 × 150 mm analytical column (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) using
acetonitrile: 100 mM ammonium acetate (pH 5.8) 95:5 v/v and 5 mM
ammonium acetate (pH 5.8) as a mobile phase in gradient elution.
Samples were analyzed twice- in positive and negative ionization MRM
mode. The ion source operation conditions were: Curtain Gas: 25 psi,
Collision Gas: medium, Temperature: 500 °C, Ion Source Gas 1: 40 arb.,
Ion Source Gas 2: 50 arb. and IonSpray Voltage: 5500 V and −4500 V
for positive and negative ionization modes, respectively.
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